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Math Goal
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I am very proud of you, Noah, for completing your math homework
this week! You did a great job circling the numbers and drawing
pictures to help you solve the word problem. What does highlighting
the key words do when you try to solve a problem?

9 months ago

• 8 months ago

.. Mathematics, My Goals, My Learning

To solve a word problem on my own by December

Today in class we used highlighters to spot the key words in math
problems. I think it helps me to find out what is important, and to make
sure I do not rush a problem. I am checking it off my Action Plan!
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29 days ago

Action Plan
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Can you explain when drawing a picture helped you solve a math
problem? Why do you think it helped you?

I will complete my math homework

• 12 days ago

I will look for and highlight keywords
Pictures can help me remember the problem, and try to find the answer. I

I will circle the numbers

have used a ruler to draw a number line, and it helped me when I was
subtra cting bigger numbers. I could draw where I was going on the

I will draw pictures to help me solve the problem and show my

number line.

work

10 days ago
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What is your favourite
subject?
0

9 months ago

� music , Peer Helper, Who am I?

*
Ms. White comes to my classroom to teach us music. I love to sing and
play the bongos!
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9 months ago

My Favourite Subject

Music

Great job playing the bongos and helping your peers this morning,
Noah! Your energy in music class is fantastic. Keep up the great work!
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Here's a recording of me playing the bongos at home. Practice makes
perfect!
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5 months ago

Wonderful to hear the audio of you playing the bongos!
• a minute a o
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Today in class we were given time to clean our desks and cubbies out. I
was able to throw out the trash from my desk, and will check off from my
action plan!

6 months ago
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29 days ago

-. My Goals

Organize my work space

We will be handing out new folders for subjects on Friday. Why did
you decide to have this as your goal? What will you do to keep your
work space organized for the future?
·,:, :\' , ,, • 17 days ago

Action Plan
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Separate my work in subject-specific binders

I will put all new pieces of work in the correct binders, and at the end of
the day make sure that around my desk is clean from any trash. I will give
back anything I borrow right after I am finished using the item. This will

Throw out the trash from my desk

help keep my space clean!

Recycle extra paper in my desk

12 days ago

Sharpen pencils and pencil crayons
Replace borrowed items to the owner
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